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13C-13C rotational resonance in a transmembrane peptide:
A comparison of the fluid and gel phases
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A comparative study of two doubly13C labeled amphiphilic transmembrane peptides was undertaken to
determine the potential of rotational resonance for measuring internuclear distances through the direct dipolar
coupling in the presence of motion. The two peptides, having the sequence acetyl-K2-G-L16-K2-A-amide,
differed only in the position of13C labels. The first peptide,@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12, had labels on adjacent
residues, at the carbonyl of leu11 and thea carbon of leu12. The second,@1-13C# leu8 :@a-13uC# leu11, was
labeled on consecutive turns of thea-helical peptide. The internuclear distance between labeled positions of
the first peptide, which for an ideala helix has a value of 2.48 Å, is relatively independent of internal flexibility
or peptide conformational change. The dipolar coupling between these two nuclei is sensitive to motional
averaging by molecular reorientation, however, making this peptide ideal for investigating these motions. The
internuclear distance between labels on the second peptide has an expected static ideala-helix value of 4.6 Å,
but this is sensitive to internal flexibility. In addition, the dipolar coupling between these two nuclei is much
weaker because of their larger separation, making this peptide a much more difficult test of the rotational
resonance technique. The dipolar couplings between the labeled nuclei of these two peptides were measured by
rotational resonance in the dry peptide powders and in multilamellar dispersions with dimyristoylphosphati-
dylcholine in the gel phase, at210 °C, and in the fluid phase, at 40 °C. The results for the peptide having
adjacent labels can be readily interpreted in terms of a simple model for the peptide motion. The results for the
second peptide show that, in the fluid phase, the motionally averaged dipolar coupling is too small to be
measured by rotational resonance. Rotational resonance, rotational echo double resonance, and related tech-
niques can be used to obtain reliable and valuable dipolar couplings in static solid and membrane systems. The
interpretation of these couplings in terms of internuclear distances is straightforward in the absence of mo-
lecular motion. These techniques hold considerable promise for membrane protein structural studies under
conditions, such as at low temperatures, where molecular motion does not modulate the dipolar couplings.
However, a typical membrane at physiological temperatures exhibits complex molecular motions. In the
absence of an accurate and detailed description of both internal and whole body molecular motions, it is
unlikely that techniques of this type, which are based on extracting distances from direct internuclear dipolar
couplings, can be used to study molecular structure under these conditions. Furthermore, the reduction in the
strengths of the dipolar couplings by these motions dramatically reduces the useful range of distances which
can be measured.@S1063-651X~99!08005-8#

PACS number~s!: 87.15.By, 87.16.Dg
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Accurately determining structural detail at a molecu
level in systems exhibiting little long-range order, stro
short-range order, and highly anisotropic molecular motio
is an important but difficult challenge. In addition, in a bi
logical membrane the molecules of interest are large~10’s or
100’s of kD! and are only a minor component of a compl
heterogeneous mixture. The determination of membr
protein structure, even on a local scale, and of the con
mational changes which occur under physiological con
tions is of tremendous interest and importance to researc
in all fields of medicine and biology. Fortunately, man
of the techniques required to solve this sort of problem
ready exist.

Solution state nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! takes
advantage of rapid isotropic motional averaging, through
reorientation of individual molecules or of molecular agg
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gates such as micelles, which removes the strong orienta
dependent tensor interactions which would otherw
broaden the spectrum and mask all structural detail. T
high-resolution NMR spectra obtained are then complet
determined by the isotropic chemical shifts and the sca
part of the J coupling, and the individual linewidths ar
determined by the correlation time for molecular reorien
tion. Distance-dependent restraints are then establis
dynamically by their ‘‘through space’’ dipole-dipole inter
actions. Through a series of one-, two-, three-, or ev
higher-dimensional NMR experiments it is often possib
to determine solution structures of soluble proteins@1–6#.
Using these techniques one can even determine structur
small membrane peptides or protein fragments in deterg
micelles@7–16#.

Solid-state NMR techniques are generally designed
make use of the orientation-dependent interactions prese
completely or partially ordered systems. These spectra
typically very broad and their complex line shapes are de
5945 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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mined by the highly anisotropic molecular reorientatio
typical of these systems. Structural information can easily
obtained from these tensor interactions. For example,
quadrupolar splitting for deuterium can be used to determ
C-2H bond orientation@17–20# and the anisotropic part o
the chemical shift for13C and 15N can be used to determin
the orientation of chemical groups within a molecule@21–
23#. Distances can be determined, at least in principle, fr
the dipole-dipole interaction between two nuclei. The id
nucleus for this purpose would be1H because of its large
magnetic moment and the resulting strong dipolar coupli
In partially ordered biological systems, however, the la
abundance of1H usually results in1H NMR spectra which
are so strongly broadened by multiple dipolar couplings t
it is impossible to resolve inequivalent protons. Nonethele
through isotopic labeling, it is possible to use the dipo
dipole coupling to determine both orientation and distan
@24–27#.

The range of dipolar couplings available is from 0
about 118 kHz~for two 1H nuclei separated by 1 Å!. The
strong distance dependence, going as 1/r 3, limits the practi-
cal distance range, i.e., the linewidth of the spectrum u
mately sets a lower limit on the size of the dipolar coupli
which can be measured. For example, for two13C nuclei
separated by 5 Å, the dipolar coupling is at most about
Hz. When the linewidth of the13C spectrum is greater tha
this it becomes difficult to extract a reliable value for t
dipolar coupling.

In powdered molecular solids,13C NMR line shapes are
dominated by the heteronuclear dipolar coupling to abund
1H and by the anisotropic chemical shift of13C. High power
1H decoupling can effectively eliminate this dipolar broa
ening @28,29#, however the large anisotropic chemical sh
~as large as 150 ppm, e.g., for carbonyl carbons! and the
relatively short T2’s associated with fluctuations of suc
large couplings can make it difficult to extract13C-13C dipo-
lar couplings even as large 1 or 2 kHz from static powd
pattern spectra. Single crystals would typically yield mu
sharper lines, however these are usually not available in
ficient size for biological materials. Fluid phase membra
powder samples yield13C spectra with linewidths from a
few hundred Hz~for lipid methylene and methyl resonance!
to 1 or 2 kHz for the lipid or peptide carbonyl groups. Th
rapid axially symmetric molecular reorientation about the
layer normal reduces the chemical shift anisotropy as we
any 13C-13C dipolar couplings~depending on the orientatio
of the internuclear vector relative to the symmetry axis
the motion!. The use of oriented membrane samples can
duce the linewidths to about 100 Hz, or even lower with t
help of surfactants@30#. Finally, small vesicles, prepared b
sonication, give high-resolution spectra because of the ra
isotropic tumbling of the vesicles. Unfortunately, this al
removes the effects of any13C-13C dipolar couplings.

By far the best resolution for membrane samples is
tained by magic angle spinning~MAS! combined with high
power 1H decoupling, in some cases giving linewidths
less than 0.1 ppm~less than 9 Hz at 90 MHz! for phospho-
lipids in multilamellar dispersions. Of course, rotation of t
sample at the magic angle removes not only the anisotr
chemical shift, but also the13C-13C dipolar coupling. It is
possible, however, to reintroduce dipolar couplings ev
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while spinning at the magic angle@31–34#. There is now a
rich variety of different methods for reintroducing either
homonuclear~such as between two13C nuclei! or a hetero-
nuclear~such as between13C and 15N nuclei! dipolar cou-
pling between isolated pairs of nuclei. Samples are typica
prepared by specific isotopic labeling at the two sites of
terest and the dipolar coupling observed used to estimate
through space distance between the two labeled sites.

In a static or nonspinning polycrystalline powder samp
with an anisotropic chemical shift, after the application o
singlep/2 pulse, the resonance lines from individual cryst
lites, though initially in phase att50, dephase rapidly be
cause the nuclei experience different chemical shifts depe
ing on the orientation of the crystallite with respect to t
magnetic field. In a MAS experiment, the second rank ten
interactions~such as the anisotropic part of the chemic
shift! are projected onto the spinning axis. Thus, correspo
ing nuclei in all of the individual crystallites of the powde
experience~over one rotor period! the same average chem
cal shift ~the isotropic chemical shift! independent of the
orientation of the crystallite. Then, the application of a sing
p/2 pulse to the nuclei of interest~assuming complete decou
pling of abundant1H spins! will lead to a train of rotary
echos, one occurring every rotation period@35#. Because of
the anisotropic interactions, the resonances from any part
lar crystallite will shift in frequency, following distinct tra-
jectories as the sample rotates. At the end of each rotor
riod, however, the resonances from all of the crystallites w
again come into phase with one another since the ave
precession frequency over an integral number of rotor p
ods is always the isotropic chemical shift. In the case of t
isolated spins coupled by an internuclear dipole-dipole in
action, both their anisotropic chemical shifts and their dip
lar coupling are refocused in this fashion by the sample
tation, effectively eliminating these interactions.

REDOR ~rotational echo double resonance! and related
pulse sequences@36–38# use a train of rotor-synchronizedp
pulses applied to one of the nuclei to interfere with the ro
tional refocusing of the heteronuclear dipole-dipole inter
tion by MAS. This leads to incomplete refocusing of th
signal from the second spin and to a reduction in the am
tude of the rotary echoes. This effect can be used to mea
quantitatively the strength of the dipolar interaction betwe
unlike nuclei@39–45#.

Similar experiments can be performed with dipol
coupled pairs of like nuclei. For example, in a SEDR
~simple excitation for dephasing of rotational echo amp
tudes! experiment@46# one interferes with the refocusing o
the magnetization of the coupled spins using a train of ro
synchronizedp pulses, and one compares the amplitudes
the rotational echoes with and without the dephasing pul
DRAMA ~dipolar recovery at the magic angle! @47–49# uses
a pair of p/2 pulses during each rotor cycle to accompli
much the same thing. By switching the phase of a ‘‘ro
synchronized spin-locking’’ rf field applied to the observ
nucleus byp/2, after 1/4 rotor period, then back again aft
3/4 rotor periods, the MELODRAMA~melding of spin-
locking and DRAMA! sequence reintroduces the hom
nuclear dipolar coupling but without the sensitivity to chem
cal shift of the DRAMA sequence@50#.
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Rotational resonance (R2) reintroduces the dipolar cou
pling when the spinning rate,nR , or an integer multiple of it,
nnR , is set to match exactly the difference between the i
tropic chemical shifts,dn i , of the two dipolar coupled nu
clei. The effect can be visualized crudely by considering
orientation of one of the spins as seen from the rotat
frame of the other. Assume, for example, that att050 the
two spins are parallel to each other and to the static magn
field. At times greater thant0 the second spin is seen by th
first to precess at a frequencydn i . At the same time, both
spins are changing their orientation relative toH0 since the
sample is rotating about the magic angle. Exactly one ro
period later,tR , the first spin finds itself parallel toH0

again, however the orientation of the second spin relativ
H0 and relative to the first spin depends ondn i . If dn i is
such that the second spin precesses by exactly 2p duringtR ,
then attR both spins are again parallel toH0. Since at all
integral multiples oftR the two spins have the same config
ration relative to each other and to the magnetic field, th
will be a cumulative effect from their dipolar coupling. O
the other hand, if their relative orientations were uncor
lated, then there would be no effective dipolar coupling b
tween them. This rotational resonance effect can lead
dramatic broadening or even splitting of the resonances,
pending on the strength of the dipolar coupling@51–53#.

Each of these methods has its particular strengths
weaknesses. For example, SEDRA is sensitive to the r
tional resonance condition since some dipolar dephasing
occur even in the absence of the dephasing pulse tr
DRAMA works primarily with nuclei which have the same
or have very similar, isotropic chemical shifts. Rotation
resonance is very sensitive to the sample spinning rate,
works best if the isotropic chemical shift difference is larg
If the chemical shift difference is too large, and one can
spin at nR5dn i , one can still usennR5dn i , with n
52,3,4, . . . . However, for n.1 the effect becomes quit
sensitive to the values and orientations of the two differ
chemical shift tensors@52#. This sensitivity to the shift ten-
sors and to the sample spinning rate can be either an ad
tage or a disadvantage, depending on the applicat
Peersenet al. @54# describe some of the critical technic
requirements for rotational resonance, including the effec
1H decoupling power.

There have recently been a number of modifications
these basic techniques which have tried either to extend
applicability or minimize or eliminate some of their wea
nesses. These include transferred echo double reson
~TEDOR! @37#, which is aimed primarily at eliminating
the background signal fromS spins not coupled toI spins;
CEDRA ~controlled SEDRA! @55#, which attempts to reduce
the sensitivity of SEDRA to dipolar dephasing in the abse
of the dephasing pulse train, as doest-SEDRA @56,57#. BDR
~broadband dipolar recoupling! @58# and RFDR ~radio
frequency driven dipolar recoupling! @58,59# try to reduce
the sensitivity of rotational resonance to the sample spinn
rate by introducing a train of rotor synchronizedp pulses
to help enhance dipolar dephasing off-rotational resona
The development of this field is advancing rapidly with
variety of new one- and two-dimensional experiments
ported@53,58,60–66#. In the rest of this paper we will con
-
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centrate on the applications of rotational resonance to m
brane and model membrane systems.

While most rotational resonance experiments to date h
been performed on solid powders, there have been a num
of applications to membrane systems. Peersenet al. @67#
used rotational resonance to measure the distance bet
five different pairs of 13C labeled carbonyl and methy
groups in a hydrophobica-helical undecapeptide, either i
crystalline powders or incorporated into 1,2-palmitoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine~DPPC! bilayers. For the bilayer
samples the measurements were made at a temperatu
240 °C to eliminate effects of molecular reorientation. T
distances measured ranged from 3.7 to 6.8 Å and the ag
ment between powder and bilayer measurements was q
good, showing that thea-helical crystal structure was main
tained in the lipid environment, at least at240 °C. Smith
et al. @68# used doubly13C labeled DPPC to measure th
distance between thesn-1 chain carbonyl and the 2-positio
methylene carbon of thesn-2 chain, finding a distance sig
nificantly shorter than in the crystal structure~4.5–5.0 Å
compared to 5.3–5.5 Å for the crystal!. This result was seen
both at250 and at15 °C. Using mixtures of singly labeled
lipids, either 1-palmitoyl,2-@2-13C]palmitoyl PC or
1-palmitoyl, 2-@1-13C]palmitoyl PC with DPPC doubly la-
beled either at the carbonyl~1-carbon! or at the first methyl-
ene carbon~2-carbon!, they measured intermolecular dipola
couplings between lipids as well as between the lipids a
the synthetic transmembrane segment of glycophorin
which was 13C labeled at@4-13C#tyrosine-93.

In another publication, Smithet al. @69# used rotational
resonance to measure distances between peptide back
carbonyl anda carbons for four different doubly labeled syn
thetic glycophorin-A transmembrane segments incorpora
into chain predeuterated 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine~DMPC! bilayers. These were@1-13C]val-80
to @2-13C#gly-83, @1-13C#met-81 to @2-13C#gly-83,
@1-13C# ile-91 to @2-13C#gly-94, and @1-13C# ile-95 to
@2-13C#gly-98. The results of these measurements, wh
were performed at both250 and15 °C, are consistent with
an a-helical structure near the center of the transmembr
segment but somewhat larger distances near the end o
segment suggest that the helix may unravel slightly near
membrane surface.

A follow-up study looked at dimer formation of th
bilayer spanning glycophorin segments in deutera
DMPC. There, Smith and Bormann@70# used@13C#-methyl
labeled and@13C#-carbonyl labeled peptides in a 1:5 mol
ratio and measured rotational resonance magnetization
change curves for the@13C#-methyl label. This insures tha
the observed signal is predominantly due to~heterolabeled!
dimers formed from one methyl labeled and one carbo
labeled peptide. The strongest intermonomer dipolar c
pling of the four preparations used was observed for
@13CH3#val-80/@13C5O#gly-79 sample. The only other sig
nificant coupling observed was between@13CH3#val-84 and
@13C5O#gly-83. While these experiments could not pr
cisely determine these internuclear distances, they did d
onstrate that these four residues were located at the d
interface and they established an upper limit of about 6 Å to
the distance between them.
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There has also been a series of experiments perfor
with bacteriorhodopsin, the light harvesting protein fromha-
lobacterium halobium. In the first paper of this series
Creuzetet al. @71# showed that it was possible to use rot
tional resonance to study the conformation at230 °C of reti-
nal, doubly 13C labeled at the C-8 and C-18 carbons, inc
porated into bacteriorhodopsin. Thompsonet al. @72# then
used bacteriorhodopsin with biosynthetically incorpora
@e-13C# lysine-216 and synthetic@14-13C# retinal to study
the conformation of the retinal-protein Schiff base linka
in the stable states of dark-adapted bacteriorhodopsi
250 °C. Lakshmi et al. @73# examined the M photo-
intermediate state of the same system. To stabilize
photointermediate state, the preparation and experim
were performed at260 °C. A series of experiments aime
at identifying and measuring the distance betwe
@19-13C#retinal and the nearest biosynthetically incorpora
@4-13C#tryptophan residue in bacteriorhodopsin has a
been undertaken, again at low temperature~from 260 to
265 °C! @74#. McDermottet al. @75# compared the results o
samples of bacteriorhodopsin containing doubly labeled r
nal, either@8,18-13C2# retinal or @8,16(17)-13C2# retinal in
samples presumably prepared as in the papers cited a
and performed at similar temperatures, with studies of
similarly labeled model compound, polycrystalline retino
acid. Here they demonstrated the utility of the sensitivity
higher-order rotational resonance~with n.1) on the relative
orientations of the chemical shift and dipolar tensors
studying the relative orientations of the different chemi
groups.

All of these studies were performed at low temperatu
because molecular reorientation during the experime
time scale would result in a reduction in the dipolar co
plings observed due to motional averaging. Without sepa
methods for measuring the nature and extent of motio
averaging, it will not be possible to interpret the couplin
observed directly in terms of a distance between the
labeled nuclei. Of course the physiological state of the me
brane is the one of most direct interest and one can neve
sure that measurements made at260, or even at15 °C in a
gel phase lipid bilayer, will be the same as what would ha
been obtained under physiological conditions in a fluid me
brane. To examine the effects of molecular reorientation
the measurement of dipolar couplings by rotational re
nance and to determine the extent to which this techni
can be used under more nearly physiological conditions,
have studied a simple model system composed of well c
acterized, synthetic, amphiphilic, bilayer-spanning pepti
@17,19,76–82# both in polycrystalline powders and incorpo
rated into fully hydrated DMPC bilayers. We have pe
formed the model membrane experiments both at low te
peratures and in the fluid or liquid crystalline bilayer pha
The following section describes the sample preparation,
NMR experimental procedures used, and the methods of
analysis and simulation. We then present the results of
experiments together with our estimates of uncertainties
the simulation parameters. Finally we discuss the impli
tions for applications of such techniques to membrane s
tems in general.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The lipid used in these experiments was 1-2-dimyristo
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine~DMPC! obtained from Avanti
Polar Lipids~Alabaster, Alabama!. The two peptides used in
the experiments both have the sequence

acetyl-lys-lys-gly-~ leu!16-lys-lys-ala-amide,

differing only in the position of the13C labels in the mol-
ecules, and were prepared by solid phase synthesis u
procedures described by Daviset al. @17#. The positions of
the labels are illustrated in Fig. 1. The first peptid
@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12, has the carbonyl of leu-11 an
the a carbon of leu-12 labeled. The second peptid
@1-13C# leu8 :@a-13C# leu11, has the carbonyl of leu-8 and th
a carbon of leu-11 labeled. These two peptides are first s
ied in their polycrystalline form and then incorporated in
lipid bilayer using the protocol described below.

BILAYER MIXTURE

The lipid/peptide mixtures contained 8 mol % of peptid
First 40 mg of dry lipid powder and 13.3 mg of peptide we
mixed together and dissolved in 5 ml of MeOH. The mixtu
was then rotovapped to remove the MeOH, leaving a fi
against the wall of the round bottom flask. Next the flask w
placed under vacuum and pumped overnight using a c
trap to remove any excess solvent left in the sample. Fin
the sample was removed from the flask and placed in a s
culture tube and weighed. It was then rehydrated usin
buffer solution of 20 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0.
amount of buffer equal to three quarters of the dry samp
weight was used. The hydrated sample was transferred in
rotor and gently packed using a centrifuge.

FIG. 1. The backbones of the two peptides showing, in bla
the position of the 13C labels. The peptide on the left i
@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12 and that on the right is
@1-13C# leu8 :@a-13C# leu11.
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NMR

The experiments were all performed using a home b
spectrometer operating at a1H frequency of 360 MHz~90.5
MHz for 13C). The MAS probe is a home built double tune
probe using a standard Doty 5 mm high speed spinning
sembly~Doty Scientific, Columbia, SC!.

The pulse sequence used in the preliminary experim
was a single 90° pulse with proton decoupling during acq
sition. The 13Cp/2 pulse was 6ms for all the experiments
and the decoupling frequency was set to the leucine me
proton resonance. The decoupling level corresponded
90°p/2 proton pulse of 6.5ms. By measuring the distanc
between the two isotropic lines obtained with the sam
spinning at high speed, well off rotational resonance, we
termined the spinning rate necessary to set theR2 condition,
nR510.897 kHz. The spectrometer13C frequency was set s
thatn0 was at the center of the two lines to accommodate
pulse sequence described in the next section. Each spec
was acquired usingCYCLOPS @83# phase cycling which cor-
rects for quadrature imperfections. The recycle delay ti
between sequence repetitions was about one minute for
the powder samples and the lipid/peptide mixtures. All of
experiments on both peptides were performed using the s
conditions, the only variations being the number of poi
obtained for the exchange curves. The spectra for the s
powders were acquired at room temperature. In all cases
spinning rate was maintained within63 Hz. For the dry
powders 400 scans were sufficient, while the lipid/pepti
buffer mixtures required 2000 scans since there was les
beled material in the rotor.

The sample temperature was controlled by regulating
temperature of a copper oven enclosing the spinning ass
bly and by adjusting the temperature of the air used for sp
ning the sample to have the same temperature at the outl
the spinner. The lipid/peptide mixtures were studied at t
different temperatures,210 °C and 40 °C, corresponding t
the gel and liquid crystalline phase of the lipid, respective
The low temperature experiments were only performed an
52 since we were unable to spin reliably at 10.897 kHz
that temperature. At the higher temperature, we were abl
obtain exchange curves for bothn51 and 2.

Simulations were performed on an IBM R/6000 compu
using software provided by Dr. Malcolm Levitt of the Un
versity of Stockholm in Sweden.

ROTATIONAL RESONANCE

A detailed description of rotational resonance (R2) is
given by Levittet al. @52#. The sample, containing a dipola
coupled pair of like spin nuclei, is spun at a raten r such that
nn r is equal toDn iso, whereDn iso is the difference in fre-
quency between the two lines due to their difference in i
tropic chemical shift.n is a small integer, typicallyn51 or
2. At precise rotational resonance, the narrow lines broa
and split into two separate doublets. This broadening is
to the reintroduction of the dipolar coupling between the t
spins and allows the measurement of the strength of
interaction which is proportional tô1/r IS

3 &, wherer IS is the
internuclear distance. The value of the dipolar coupling c
be obtained in two ways. If the coupling is very strong,
lt
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value can be obtained by simulating the line shapes. On
other hand, if the dipolar coupling is weak and the two-sp
dipolar broadening is of the order of the broadening due
other mechanisms, the value of the coupling is obtain
through a magnetization exchange experiment, where
magnetization is made to oscillate from one site to the oth
The rate of magnetization exchange is strongly enhanced
the rotational resonance condition. This oscillation is sim
lated numerically using the known chemical shift tenso
and, by comparison with experiment, it is possible to obt
distance information. Depending on the value ofn, the ex-
change curves can be sensitive to many parameters, na
the internuclear distance, the principal values of the chem
shielding tensors, their orientations, and theJ coupling@52#.
The importance of the CSA information grows with increa
ing value ofn, but atn51, assuming that the difference i
isotropic chemical shift is much greater than the CSA
either of the spins, the dependence on CSA orientation
minimal.

The original R2 experiment was performed using th
pulse sequence shown in Fig. 2~a! @51#. It begins with cross-
polarization~CP! contact pulses, which are optional. A no
selective ‘‘flip-back’’ pulse then places the13C magnetiza-
tion back along thez direction. This is followed by a ‘‘soft’’
180° pulse to invertoneof the two lines of interest. Finally
after a variable evolution time, another hard pulse is app
to return the magnetization to thex-y plane for data acquisi-
tion. There are three drawbacks to this approach. First,
use of a soft pulse to invert one line means tuning the sp
trometer frequency on the line to be inverted, unless
spectrometer frequency can be switched. If the spectral w
is very large it may not be possible to include the who
spectrum in the available window unless one uses a sm
dwell time which reduces the resolution of the spectru
Replacing the soft pulse by a Dante sequence@84–86# can
alleviate this problem. The second difficulty arises from t
long soft pulse itself since the evolution of the spin syst
during this pulse is not explicitly accounted for in the sim

FIG. 2. Pulse sequences used in rotational resonance (R2): ~a!
original sequence using cross polarization~CP!; ~b! sequence used
in this work. The short, intense pulses indicated are 90° rotati
about the axes indicated. In~a! the variable delayt is between the
selective 180° pulse and the nonselective 90° pulse. In~b!, the delay
between the13C x andy pulses ist151/2Dn iso, and the variable
delayt is between the nonselectivey pulse and the finalx pulse.
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lations. Third, a weak pulse has a length which is com
rable to or even long compared totR , the rotor period. Thus
if the CSA of the selected line is large, then during the we
pulse its effectiveness is variable since different spin pac
move in and out of the pulse’s bandwidth, resulting in
complete inversion of many of the spins. Clearly, if one re
nance has a large CSA and the other’s is small, then w
using a soft inversion pulse one should invert the line w
the smaller CSA.

We have chosen to use a different pulse sequence, sh
in Fig. 2~b!, which minimizes these problems. A variation
this sequence is described by Geenet al. @87#. The spectrom-
eter frequency is set exactly at the center between the
13C lines, and the first 90° pulse brings the magnetizat
into the x-y plane. The system then evolves for a timet1
equal to the time required for the magnetizations of the t
spin species to become antiparallel. Withv0 set half-way
between them, this corresponds, at rotational resonanc
t15tR/251/2Dn iso, whereDn iso is the difference between
the isotropic chemical shifts of the two nuclei of interest, a
tR is the rotation period of the sample. The second pu
rotates these magnetization vectors back to thez axis, one
parallel and one antiparallel to thez direction. The spins are
then left to evolve for a variable period of timet. One last
pulse returns the vectors to thex-y plane where the signal ca
be acquired. Figure 3 shows a typical spectrum obtained
ing this sequence. Even this preparation sequence is im
fect since the physical rotation of the sample duringt1 re-
sults in imperfect alignment of the two spin packets so t
for some crystallite orientations the phase accumulated
ing t1 will not be exactly 90°.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

†1-13C‡ leu11: †a-13C‡ leu12 peptide in polycrystalline form

The exchange data atn51,2 and off-rotational reso
nance for the dry peptide powder form of th
@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12 peptide, which is13C labeled on
adjacent leucine residues, are shown in Fig. 4~a!. The squares
and triangles represent the experimental data atn51 ~filled
squares!, n52 ~filled triangles!, and off-rotational resonanc
~open squares! and the solid and dashed lines denote
best-fitting simulated curves. Not all of the simulation p

FIG. 3. Example of an ‘‘exchange spectrum’’ used in measur
the magnetization exchange curves. The spectrum shown is fo
DMPC/@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12 sample at rotational resonanc
n51. Two hundred scans were accumulated for this spectrum
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rameters necessary to fit the data~see Table II! are obtained
directly from theR2 experiment. As mentioned earlier, th
orientation of each chemical shielding tensor relative to
given molecular reference frame must be known. In additi
the principal values of the CSA tensor, theJ coupling, the
decay time for the antiphase longitudinal polarization~or
zero quantum relaxation time!, TZQ, and finally RIS

5^1/r IS
3 &21/3, are all parameters of the simulation. A low

limit for the zero-quantum relaxation time,TZQ, can be es-
timated from the linewidth of the spectra off-rotational res
nance using@72#

TZQ5
1

p~DS1D I !
,

whereD i is the full width at half height of each peak in th

g
he

FIG. 4. Magnetization exchange data,Iz2Szvs t, obtained for
the peptides in the crystalline powder form.~a! Exchange atn51
~closed squares!, n52 ~closed triangles!, and off-resonance~open
squares! for the @1-13C#leu11:@a-13C#leu12 peptide. The simulated
exchange curves~solid line forn51 and dashed line forn52) are
obtained with a value ofRIS52.1 Å andTZQ50.4 ms.~b! Exchange
at n51 ~closed squares!, n52 ~closed triangles!, and off-resonance
~open squares! for the @1-13C#leu8:@a-13C#leu11 peptide. The simu-
lated curves~solid line for n51 and dashed line forn52) are
obtained with a distance of 4.6 Å and a value ofTZQ50.6 ms. The
error bars are estimated by determining the accuracy in measu
the area of the peaks in the spectrum. These error bars are dir
related to the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum. The simula
parameters are given in Table II for the@1-13C#leu11:@a-13C#leu12

peptide and Table III for the@1-13C#leu8:@a-13C#leu11 peptide.
Different scales are used for the data from t
@1-13C#leu11:@a-13C#leu12 and @1-13C# leu8 :@a-13C# leu11 to show
the difference in the amplitude of the decay.
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spectrum. However, the MAS spectrum does not give
information about the orientation of the principal axis of t
CSA tensor. This is usually obtained from experiments do
on single crystals of the molecule of interest or of a reas
able facsimile. Table I shows values of the CSA anisotrop
da and d and of the asymmetry parameters,ha and h, for
the amino acid’sa-carbon and carbonyl carbon chemic
shielding tensors.d and h are defined in terms of the ele
ments of the chemical shift tensor by

d5s332
1

3
trsJ , h5

s222s11

d
, ~1!

wheres33 is defined as the element furthest away from
isotropic position. Using a single crystal ofL alanine, Naito
et al. @88# measured all the parameters for both the carbo
and thea carbon. From anab initio chemical shift calcula-
tion, Asakawaet al. @89# determined both the orientation an
the principal values of the CSA tensor for thea carbon of
L-alanine residues. While Asakawa’s value for the anis
ropy was close to that measured by Naitoet al. @88#, the
asymmetry parameter differs significantly. For the carbon
because of its larger anisotropy, the experimental CSA d
for the carbonyl carbon are available from both Oaset al.
@90# and Naitoet al. @88#. These two sets of CSA values an
the tensor orientation data are roughly consistent with e
other and place thes22 component along the C5O bond to
within 10°. One difficulty with the use of these parameters
the present case is the fact that they were obtained for
tems consisting of either a single or a pair of alanin
whereas we are working with a ‘‘polyleucine’’ system. Th
orientations and the principal values for the tensors will
slightly affected by the side chain differences since the e
tronic environment is slightly different.

In collaboration with Dr. J. Hinton~University of Arkan-
sas, Fayetteville, AR!, we performedab initio calculations
on a leu-leu model system with the geometry expected
adjacent leucines in ana helix. The results of this calculation
are shown in the last row of Table I. The most noticea
difference between these and the results for alanine is in
anisotropy of thea carbon, which is of opposite sign.~Two
13C spectra with anisotropies of opposite sign would lo
like mirror images of each other.! Unfortunately, no experi-
mental data are available. The orientation of the princi
axis of the carbonyl chemical shielding tensor, obtained
our calculation, shows the carbonyls22 direction almost
along the C5O bond, in agreement with the results for al
nine @88–90#.

Obtaining a unique simulation of a curve with over 1
parameters is difficult due to the large number of poss

TABLE I. Different values ofh and d for each label on the
peptide.

Source h d ~ppm! ha da ~ppm!

Naito et al. 0.84 71.0 0.44 19.67
Asakawaet al. a 0.77 16.42
Oaset al. 0.977 74.93
Hinton a 0.97 91.7 0.3 10.64

aThese values are obtained using theoretical calculation.
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sets of parameters which adequately fit the data. Levittet al.
@52#, and others, have clearly shown that for an excha
curve taken on rotational resonance, i.e., atn51, the only
parameters which have a significant effect on the shap
the exchange curves areTZQ and RIS . We have performed
many series of simulations forn51 andn52 with varying
parameters and have come to the same conclusion.

To determine the quality of a simulated curve, we calc
lated chi-squared (x2),

x25( H 1

s i
2 @yi2y~t i !#

2J ,

whereyi is an experimental point corresponding to the me
sured value of the difference magnetization at a given timet i
and thes i are the uncertainties in each data point@91#. The
y(t i) are the theoretical values determined using the sim
tion program.

Once the first two parametersTZQ andRIS have been de-
termined from the simulation atn51, they can be further
tested by attempting to fit the data atn52. For n.1, the
exchange curves are more sensitive to the other param
described earlier, which are mainly related to the chem
shift tensors. Extensive simulation work was performed
the data to obtain a result with a minimum of ambiguity. T
determine the range of possible values for each param
we performed a simple search in parameter space, first g
through a series of values with large increments and t
concentrating successively on the region of minimumx2.
Figure 5~a! shows a surface map in parameter space desc
ing the dependence of the quality of the fit, given byx2, on
the distanceRIS and the value of the zero quantum relaxati
time TZQ. The map shows a definite minimum forRIS equal
to 2.1 Å ~corresponding to a dipolar coupling of 819 Hz! at
TZQ50.4 ms; the other parameters used are given in Tabl
This value forRIS is somewhat smaller than the value of 2.4
Å expected for an ideala helix in the absence of motion. Th
value ofTZQ50.4 ms represents a lower limit obtained fro
the measurement of the linewidth of the two peaks on
spectra. Even though the map does not show a minimum
the TZQ direction, we cannot reduceTZQ any further in the
simulations since this would imply that the spectral lines
wider than those observed~in reality the observed linewidth
is probably slightly larger than 1/TZQ). Figure 4~b! shows a
one-dimensional cut of the surface map atTZQ50.4 ms. A
change inx2 of unity corresponds to a change in distance
0.2 Å resulting in an uncertainty of60.2 Å for our value of
the distance, i.e., about65% or 10%. While this method o
determining, and displaying, the uncertainty inRIS may seem
equivalent to the common method of showing several sim
lated exchange curves, it is more quantitative since the
certainties in the raw data points are included in the analy

Surface maps were also calculated as functions of
asymmetry parameters, the anisotropies, and the relative
entations of the two CSA tensors~not shown!. These maps
were essentially flat, confirming the independence of the
to these parameters. The second Euler angle,b, of the car-
bonyl carbon CSA tensor is the only parameter, other th
RIS andTZQ, that has any noticeable effect on the results
n51. The dependence onb, although the greatest for a
these parameters, can still be considered to be neglig
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5952 PRE 59LANGLAIS, HODGES, AND DAVIS
This observation is in agreement with the results obtained
Thompsonet al. @72# where they also studied the relativ
influence of each parameter for the various values ofn.

For the exchange curves atn52, obtained using the pa
rameters from Table II, thex2 surface map shows that whil
neither asymmetry parameter has much influence on

TABLE II. Simulation parameters for Fig. 4~a!.

Dn I 5448 Hz
d I 8265 Hz
h I 0.97
a I 120.0°
b I 230.0°
g I 0.0°
DnS 25448 Hz
dS 2963 Hz
hS 0.3
aS 0.0°
bS 60.0°
gS 0.0°
bIZ 819 Hz
JIS 0.0 Hz
nR 10 897 Hz (n51); 5448 Hz (n52)
TZQ 0.0004s

FIG. 5. ~a! Two-dimensional surface map ofx2 vs RIS andTZQ

for the @1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12 peptide . ~b! One-dimensional
cut of the surface atTZQ50.6 ms. A full set of simulation param
eters used to obtain these maps is given in Table IV.
y

e

quality of the fit, the dependence on the asymmetry of
carbonyl is much more pronounced than for thea carbon.
These fits favor the values determined by both Naito@88#
and by ourab initio results~see Table I!. Overall, we ob-
served that the parameters for thea carbon have little or no
effect on the shape of the simulated curves due to the s
value of its chemical shift anisotropy. Atn52, the most
critical parameters~besidesTZQ and RIS) are the two Euler
anglesa and b which determine the orientation of the ca
bonyl chemical shielding tensor relative to the internucle
vector. Since the previously reported values of the anisotr
for the carbonyl group also differed from each other,
though to a lesser extent than for thea carbon, we performed
a set of simulations to determine the influence of such
ferences on the exchange curves and found thatx2 changes
by unity when the carbonyl anisotropy is varied by abo
2%.

Figure 4~a! shows how the best curves fit the data for bo
n51 and n52. The analysis forn52 revealed how the
shape of the exchange curve is affected by changes in
parameters related to the two CSA tensors, and clearly il
trated the difficulties arising when attempting to obtain t
distance parameter from curves obtained strictly atn52, or
at higher values ofn where the interpretation is much mor
sensitive to the parameters characterizing the two CSA
sors.

†1-13C‡ leu8 : †a-13C‡ leu11 peptide in polycrystalline form

Figure 4 also shows the data obtained from the excha
experiment on the second peptide in its crystalline pow
form. Figure 4~b! gives the exchange curves atn51,2, and
off-rotational resonance. The CSA parameters used to si
late these curves are summarized in Table III. They are
same as for the@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12 peptide except for
the Euler angles describing the orientation of the internuc
vector relative to the chemical shielding tensors, since
internuclear vector is different. With increased internucle
distance, the analysis becomes more challenging e
though we now have reliable values for the anisotropies
the asymmetry parameters.

TABLE III. Simulation parameters for Fig. 4~b!.

Dn I 5448 Hz
d I 8265 Hz
h I 0.97
a I 120.0°
b I 290.0°
g I 0.0°
DnS 25448 Hz
dS 2963 Hz
hS 0.3
aS 30.0°
bS 149.0°
gS 0.0°
bIZ 78 Hz
JIS 0.0 Hz
nR 10 897 Hz (n51); 5448 Hz (n52)
TZQ 0.0006 s
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In order to determine the dipolar coupling in this cas
we performed the same steps as previously for
@1-13C#leu11:@a-13C#leu12 peptide. As before, forn51
the two parameters varied initially areTZQ and RIS and a
map ofx2 is obtained~not shown!. A value ofTZQ50.6 ms
measured from the linewidth of the spectra of the pept
is used as a lower limit. The dipolar coupling of 78 H
obtained from the minimum on the map, corresponds t
distance of 4.6~60.3! Å. The average internuclear distanc
for the a-helical peptide from molecular-dynamics sim
lations @82# is 4.6 ~60.2! Å. In general, one can expec
the internuclear distance to fluctuate by a certain amo
These fluctuations are expected to be more signific
in the @1-13C#leu8:@a-13C#leu11 peptide than for the
@1-13C#leu11:@a-13C#leu12 peptide because there are mo
flexible bonds between the two labeled positions. At h
temperatures~52 °C!, when the peptide is incorporated into
phospholipid bilayer, molecular-dynamics~MD! simulations
show that the fluctuations in the internuclear distance
tween the labeled positions of the@1-13C#leu8:@a-13C#leu11
peptide are an order of magnitude greater than for
@1-13C#leu11:@a-13C#leu12 peptide, where the labels ar

FIG. 6. Exchange curves,Iz2Sz vs t, for the DMPC/
@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12 peptide mixture~a! at 210°; each point
was obtained by measuring the area under the peaks of the
trum. 500 repetitions were necessary to obtain a good signa
noise ratio. The repetition rate was 10 s. The solid line is the re
of a simulation using parameters described in the text and in T
V. ~b! At 40° with n51 ~closed squares!, n52 ~closed triangles!,
and off-resonance~open squares!. The simulation parameters fo
the curve~solid line for n51 and dashed line forn52) can be
found in Table VI.
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placed on adjacent residues@81,82#. The MD simulation data
for the @1-13C#leu8:@a-13C#leu11 peptide in a lipid bilayer
show a 65% rms fluctuation in the internuclear distanc
While such large fluctuations may not occur in the crystall
state, we can expect some fluctuations in the internuc
distance and, as a result, some decrease in the measure
polar couplings.

DMPC/†1-13C‡ leu11: †a-13C‡ leu12 peptide mixture

At low temperatures the lipid/peptide mixture is expect
to be in a gel phase characterized by a high degree of l
chain order and slow translational diffusion@76–78#. Figure
6~a! shows the exchange curve for this peptide/lipid mixtu
at 210 °C. The curve is obtained with the spinning rate se
match rotational resonance atn52. Several attempts wer
made to obtain curves atn51, but we were unable to spin
reliably at that rate at210 °C. The signal-to-noise ratio wa
also poorer for the experiments at lower temperature and
measured uncertainty in the peak areas was 6%. The valu
TZQ was larger, however, having a value of about 0.87
compared to 0.4 ms in the solid. This narrowing of the NM
lines is likely the direct result of increased motion in the lip
bilayer compared to the solid. The simulation parameters
summarized in Table IV. The fit shown in Fig. 6~a! was
obtained using a dipolar coupling of 281 Hz, which wou
suggest, in the absence of motional effects, an internuc
distance of 3.0 Å. Clearly the only consistent interpretat
of this result is that motional averaging has reduced the
polar coupling.

If the peptide diffused about its long axis, this motio
would reduce the dipolar coupling by a factorP2(cosu),
whereu is the angle between the internuclear vector and
long axis of the peptide. For the@1-13C#leu11:@a-13C#leu12
peptide, this angle is 83° and this corresponds to a sca
factor of 0.48. This is sufficient to account for the observ
reduction of the dipolar coupling, giving an internuclear d
tance of 2.35 Å, which is somewhat longer than the va
deduced from the powder data, but agrees with the expe
value ~2.48 Å! within the error of the measurement.

In a 2H NMR study of an amide-exchange labele

TABLE IV. Simulation parameters for Fig. 6~a!.

Dn I 5448 Hz
d I 8265 Hz
h I 0.97
a I 120.0°
b I 230.0°
g I 0.0°
DnS 25448 Hz
dS 2963 Hz
hS 0.3
aS 60.0°
bS 0.0°
gS 0.0°
bIZ 281 Hz
JIS 0.0 Hz
nR 5448 Hz
TZQ 0.000 76 s
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peptide/lipid system similar to ours, Paulset al. @92# deter-
mined that in the gel phase the peptide spectra displaye
asymmetry parameter and a quadrupolar splitting charac
istic of an immobile system. Based on the results from th
2H NMR experiments, we conclude that at low temperatu
the peptide is immobile on the time scale of the CSA int
action and that the CSA parameters are the same as fo
solid powder, at least for the carbonyl label which has
larger anisotropy~approximately 8 kHz, Table II!. In con-
trast, the dipolar coupling measured in the solid is only of
order of 500 Hz. It is possible that at210°, the peptide
axially diffuses at a rate sufficient to account for the red
tion of the dipolar coupling and, perhaps, a reduction of
small a-carbon anisotropy~which has a value of approxi
mately 1 kHz, Table II!, and yet does not average the mu
larger chemical shift anisotropy of the carbonyl carb
~more comparable to the2H quadrupolar splitting@92#!. The
observed exchange data and the simulation are, there
consistent with intermediate rate axial diffusion of the pe
tide at210° C. On the other hand, in the liquid crystallin
phase, the2H spectrum was axially symmetric@92#, imply-
ing that the peptide diffuses or reorients about its long axi
a rate greater than about 1052106 s21 in that phase.

Figure 6~b! shows the exchange curves obtained for
DMPC/@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12 peptide sample at 40 °C
Comparing then51 data to the data obtained off-rotation
resonance, we see a distinctly more rapid decay of the
ference magnetization at rotational resonance even tho
the sample is in the fluid phase at 40°. At this temperat
the lower limit ofTZQ was determined to be 0.9 ms since t
lines were even narrower due to the increased motional
eraging in the fluid phase. Under these conditions we can
longer assume that the peptide is immobile even on the t
scale of the chemical shift anisotropies.2H NMR shows that
the peptide undergoes rapid axially symmetric reorienta
in the liquid crystalline phase. Since the time scale of the13C
CSA interaction is even longer than that of the2H quadru-
polar interaction, the chemical shielding interaction is a
averaged by this motion. This reduces the asymmetry par

TABLE V. Simulation parameters for Fig. 6~b!.

Dn I 5448 Hz
d I 578.6 Hz
h I 0.0
a I 0.0°
b I 290.0°
g I 0.0°
DnS 25448 Hz
dS 298.6 Hz
hS 0.0
aS 0.0°
bS 81.0°
gS 0.0°
bIZ 211 Hz
f0 0.0°
u0 0.0°
JIS 0.0 Hz
nR 10 897 Hz (n51); 5448 Hz (n52)
TZQ 0.0009 s
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eter for both labeled positions to zero and the chemical s
anisotropies are reduced by the factor1

2 $@3 cos2(bPN)21#
1h sin2bPNcos 2aPN%, where (aPN,bPN) are the Euler
angles defining the orientations of CSA tensors relative
the diffusion axis. At 40 °C we have data atn51, so the
initial simulation is easier since we only have to determ
the values ofTZQ andRIS . The parameters are summarize
in Table V and the calculated curves are compared to
data in Fig. 6~b!. The best fit corresponds to a motional
averaged dipolar coupling of 211.2 Hz which, if scaled by
factor 0.48, as for the low temperature case, would yield
estimated distance of 2.6~60.2! Å.

The scaling of the dipolar coupling by axial diffusion
nearly sufficient to explain the difference between the de
curves obtained for the polycrystalline powder and for t
fluid phase membrane. Other motions, such as a wobblin
the molecule, would increase the averaging of the dipo
coupling, reducing the observed value and therefore lead
to the measurement of an even smaller dipolar coupling.
example, in a study of the gramicidin D dimer in a mem
brane in the liquid crystalline phase, Prosseret al. @93# and
Prosser and Davis@20# describe the dynamics of the peptid
using two motions, the axial diffusion described earlier an
second wobbling motion with a longer correlation time. Th
second motion is still fast on the dipolar interactio
time scale and could be considered as another avera
process. Molecular-dynamics simulations of our synthe
peptide @81,82# have shown that the peptide axis is tilte
with respect to the bilayer normal with a mean relative o
entation of about 15°, with rms fluctuations of about 5
in agreement with previous x-ray diffraction measureme
@79# and the2H NMR studies of gramicidin D@20,93#. The
further reduction in the dipolar coupling for th
@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12 peptide by a factor of 0.84 due
to this wobbling of the diffusion axis relative to the bilaye
normal results in an estimated internuclear distance
2.44 Å.

FIG. 7. Exchange curves,Iz2Szvs t, obtained for the DMPC/
@1-13C# leu8 :@a-13C# leu11@1-13C# leu8 :@a-13C# leu11 peptide mix-
ture at 40° and atn51 ~closed squares!, n52 ~closed triangles!,
and off-resonance~open squares!. The symbols with the error bar
represent the experimental data and the solid lines (n51) and
dashed line (n52) denote the best fit. Each point is determined
measuring the area under the peaks in the spectrum. 500 repet
were necessary to obtain sufficient signal to noise. The recov
period was set to 10 s. The fitting parameters are given in Table
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Figure 7 shows the exchange curves obtained for
DMPC/@1-13C#leu8 :@a-13C# leu11 peptide sample at 40 °C
taken atn51, n52, and off-rotational resonance. The
curves all lie within each other’s experimental error. The b
we can do here is to estimate an upper limit for the value
the motionally averaged dipolar coupling for this syste
using the parameters obtained with the DMP
@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12 peptide sample and from th
@1-13C# leu8 :@a-13C# leu11 peptide crystalline powder as
starting point. With a value forTZQ of 1.5 ms from the peak
linewidths, we obtained the solid curves shown in Fig. 7 a
a maximum value for the dipolar coupling of 34 Hz. Th
corresponds closely to the value obtained simply by sca
the powder value by a factor of 0.4830.84. A coupling
larger than this would lead to a noticeable difference
tween on- and off-rotational resonance exchange cur
This result clearly demonstrates the limitation of the te
nique for measuring dipolar couplings in the presence
motion ~see Table VI!.

CONCLUSION

The results of our study of these two peptides clea
show both the potential and the limitations ofR2. In the

TABLE VI. Simulation parameters for Fig. 7.

Dn I 5448 Hz
d I 24132 Hz
h I 0.0
a I 0.0°
b I 90.0°
g I 0.0°
DnS 25448 Hz
dS 481 Hz
hS 0.0
aS 0.0°
bS 90.0°
gS 0.0°
bIZ 34 Hz
JIS 0.0 Hz
nR 10 897 Hz (n51); 5448.55 Hz (n52)
TZQ 0.00152 s
on

-

, R

,

e

t
f
,
/

d

g

-
s.
-
f

y

polycrystalline powders we were able to measure
internuclear dipolar couplings, and thereby deduce
internuclear distances, quite accurately for both p
tides. The distances obtained, 2.160.2 Å for the
@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12 peptide and 4.560.3 Å for the
@1-13C# leu8 :@a-13C# leu11 peptide, are close to the values e
pected for the equilibrated ideala helix ~2.48 and 4.6 Å!. In
the presence of axial diffusion of the peptide about its lo
axis, we can easily measure the dipolar coupling for
@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12 peptide, but the coupling for the
@1-13C# leu8 :@a-13C# leu11 peptide is too small to give a reli
able value and we can only establish an upper limit to
coupling. To interpret the coupling observed for th
@1-13C# leu11:@a-13C# leu12 peptide in the fluid phase in
terms of an internuclear distance, we need precise infor
tion on the nature and time scales of the peptide motio
Rapid axial diffusion and the reorientation of this axis re
tive to the bilayer normal both act to reduce the observ
dipolar coupling. Internal motions of the peptide, such
instability of the helical structure and local librational m
tions would also lead to some reduction in the observed
polar coupling.

While the presence of motion limits the applicability o
techniques for measuring internuclear distances through
internuclear dipolar coupling, a knowledge of the dynam
of the system should still permit the interpretation of the
couplings in terms of average distances provided that
couplings are readily measurable. To measure weaker
plings, such as are found in the membrane fluid phase, it
be necessary to use higher power decoupling@54# and to
search for systems with larger values ofTZQ or to use nuclei
with larger magnetic dipole moments than13C ~e.g., 19F).
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